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Using the operations of face splitting and its dual, vertex splitting, one can 
generate all of the triangulations of the projective plane from two minimal 
triangulations. One of the minimal triangulations is the familiar embedding of the 
complete graph on 6 vertices. The other is a triangulation with 7 vertices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of Steinitz [2] states that the triangulations of the 2-sphere can 
be generated from the triangulation S with four vertices by a process called 
vertex splitting. That is, given any triangulation T of the 2sphere, there is a 
sequence of triangulations S = T,, T, ,..., T,_, , T,, = T, such that each 
triangulation except T, is obtained from its predecessor by vertex splitting. 
In this paper we show that the triangulations of the projective plane can be 
generated by the same process from two particular triangulations of the 
projective plane. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
Let 1) be a vertex of a triangulation T of a 2-manifold. The star of u in T, 
denoted st(v, T’), or sometimes just St(v), is defined to be the union of the 
simplices meeting v. The antistar of o in T, denoted ast(u), is the union of 
the simplices missing v. The link of u in T, denoted link(u), is the inter- 
section of the star and the antistar. 
It is well known that the link of a vertex in a triangulated 2-manifold is a 
simple circuit. Let a circuit C be the link of vertex u in a triangulation T of a 
2-manifold. Let C be the union of two paths A and B whose intersection is 
two vertices x and y. A vertex splitting of T at v consists of replacing the 
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FIGURE 1 
simplices of st(v) by two new vertices V’ and Y” and the triangles determined 
by v’ and edges of A, Y” and edges of B, or by the edge U’V” and either x or 
y. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The inverse operation of vertex splitting is edge shrinking. This consists of 
taking two vertices u’ and Y” joined by an edge and replacing the simplices 
meeting them by simplices meeting a single vertex U. While vertex splitting 
can always be done, edge shrinking can produce something that is not a 
triangulation. This would happen when shrinking an edge produces a 
multiple edge, and this happens when the edge U’V” belongs to a circuit of 
length three in the graph of the triangulation, that does not bound a triangle 
of the triangulation. Such circuits will be called nonfacial triangles. If 
shrinking edge e produces a triangulation we say that e is shrinkable. There 
can be two types of nonfacial triangles in a 2-manifold M-those that bound 
a cell in M and those that do not. Any circuit in M that bounds a cell in M 
(not necessarily a simplex) is called a planar circuit. A nonfacial triangle 
that is not a planar circuit will be called a minimal circuit. If v is a vertex of 
a minimal circuit C, then the edge of C not meeting v will be called a 
minimal edge of v. 
LEMMA 1. If a triangulation T of a 2-manifold has a planar nonfacial 
triangle, then inside the triangle is a shrinkable edge. 
Proof: Let C be the closed cell bounded by the planar nonfacial triangle. 
Among all planar nonfacial triangles in C let X be one that bounds a 
minimal subset A of C. Since X is nonfacial, there must be an edge inside of 
it. This edge cannot belong to a nonfacial triangle because such a triangle 
would have to bound a proper subset of A. Therefore such an edge is 
shrinkable. 
COROLLARY 1. If a triangulation of a manifold other than the sphere 
has no shrinkable edges then it has no 3-valent vertices. 
We shall say that a triangulation T of the projective plane is irreducible 
provided it has no shrinkable edge. Clearly, all triangulations of the 
projective plane can be generated from the irreducible ones by vertex 
splitting. Our job, then, is to find all irreducible triangulations. By Lemma 1 
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we see that we are to find all triangulations of the projective plane with the 
property that every edge lies in a minimal circuit. 
The graph of a triangulation is the graph consisting of its vertices and 
edges. We say that two vertices are neighbors, or are adjacent, if they are 
joined by an edge. A path is a simple arc consisting of edges. A circuit is a 
simple closed curve consisting of edges. An internal vertex of a path is a 
vertex that is not an endpoint of the path. An internal edge of a path is one 
that joins two internal vertices. 
A graph G is a refinement of a graph G’ provided G can be obtained from 
G’ by replacing edges with paths. 
We shall say that a map M on a manifold is a refinement of a map M’ if 
the map M is obtained by replacing edges of M’ by paths. 
A map in a 2-manifold is a graph embedded in the manifold such that it 
breaks up the manifold into regions that are closed cells. These regions will 
be called the faces of the map. There is a process called face splitting that is 
the dual of vertex splitting. Face splitting consists of adding an edge across a 
face so that its endpoints are not on the same edge of the original map. This 
results in two new vertices being introduced and two edges of the original 
map being split into pairs of edges (see Fig. 2). 
LEMMA 2. If a map M without 2-valent vertices on a 2-manifold 
contains a refinement of a map M’, then M can be generated M’ by face 
splitting. 
Rather than presenting the rather tedious proof, we refer the rader to [ 1, 
Lemma 1 ] where it is proved for maps on the sphere. The same proof will 
hold for any 2-manifold because the topology of the surface in which the 
graph is embedded is not involved in the proof. 
For any triangulation of the projective plane we let vi be the number of i- 
valent vertices. A well-known consequence of Euler’s equation for the 
projective plane is 
LEMMA 3. .Z (6 - i) vi = 6 for every triangulation of the projective plane. 
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3. THE IRREDUCIBLE TRIANGULATIONS 
We shall show that there are exactly two irreducible triangulations of the 
projective plane. They are shown in Fig. 3. We shall represent graphs 
embedded in the projective plane by drawing them in a disc. Identification of 
diametrically opposite points of the boundary of the disc gives the 
embedding in the projective plane. 
LEMMA 4. If v is a vertex of an irreducible triangulation T of the 
projective plane, then there is a refinement of the map in Fig. 4 in T such 
that vO corresponds to v, and v,,,.., v4 correspond to neighbors of v. 
ProoJ Let e be an edge meeting v. Since e must lie in a minimal circuit 
of v, there must be a minimal edge e’ of v lying outside of St(v). Let the 
vertices of e’ be u and w. Let U’ and w’ be the first vertices of link(v) 
encountered when traversing link(v) counter clockwise from u and w, respec- 
tively. These two vertices must be distinct from u and v for otherwise T 
would contain multiple edges. There must be a minimal edge e” of v meeting 
u’. If e” meets any internal vertex of the path P from w  counterclockwise 
along link(v) to U, we are done. The edge e” cannot meet u, for this implies a 
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double edge. The only remaining possibility is for e” to meet w  (Fig. 5). 
Now any minimal edge meeting w’ must meet an internal vertex of the path 
complimentary to P in link(v) and we are done. 
The map consisting of St(v) together with the minimal edge of u will be 
called the minimal map of v, denoted M(u). The faces of M(u) in ast(v) will 
be called the outer faces of M(v). 
LEMMA 5. The map M(v) has faces that are cells bounded by simple 
closed curves. 
ProoJ The map must contain a refinement of the map G in Fig. 4. All of 
the faces of this graph are cells bounded by simple closed curves. By 
Lemma 2 we can produce M(u) by applying face splittings to G. Splitting 
faces will preserve the property of faces being cells bounded by simple closed 
curves. 
In Lemmas 6-10, the triangulation T is irreducible. 
LEMMA 6. The map M(v) has no faces with more than 4 edges. 
ProoJ Any face F with more than 4 edges would have to be in the 
antistar of u in M. 
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Case I. Such a face F contains two minimal edges e, and e2 of v that are 
incident with a vertex U, of link(u). Let these edges be vlvi and v1 vj. The 
path along link(v) from vi to vj, missing v, together with the two edges e, 
and e2 forms a planar circuit bounding a cell C in ast(v) (see Fig. 6). Let P 
be this path. If there is a vertex vk of P different from ui and vj, then there 
must be a minimal edge of v meeting vk and lying in C. This edge must have 
v, as its other endpoint, but this prevents e, and e2 from both lying on F. We 
conclude that P consists of a single edge, and F is triangular. 
Case II. F has only one minimal edge. In this case the boundary of F 
consists of a minimal edge and a path P along link(v). The path P cannot 
have interval vertices because such vertices would meet minimal edges lying 
inside F. Thus P is an edge, but now we have a double edge. 
Case III. No two minimal edges lying on F are incident with the same 
vertex. 
Let e, = U, v, and e2 = u2vz be two minimal edges of v lying on F such 
that a path P along link(v) joins U, and u, and lies on F. The path P must 
consist of a single edge for otherwise, there would be minimal edges of v 
meeting internal vertices of P. Such edges would lie inside F, which is 
impossible. 
By the same argument, the path from U, to q along link(v), missing P, is 
a subset of the boundary of F and must consist of a single edge. Thus, F has 
exactly four edges. 
LEMMA 7. No outer face F of M(v) can have two adjacent vertices of T 
lying inside of F. 
Proo$ Such an edge must lie in a minimal circuit. Since the two vertices 
lie inside F, all three edges of the minimal circuit lie inside F, and the 
minimal circuit is planar, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 8. If v has valence at least five, then no vertices of T lie inside 
outer faces of M(v). 
Proof: If there were such a vertex u in an outer face F, then since F is at 
most four sided and u is at least 4-valent, there must be exactly four edges of 
T meeting u, with each joined to a vertex of F. (Recall that no edge can lie 
entirely inside F.) 
Let the vertices of F be a, b, c, and d, with ad and bc being edges of 
link(v). (See Fig. 7) The edge au must lie in a minimal circuit C. The circuit 
C must also contain UC and thus ac is an edge ofi C. Similarly the edge du 
lying in a minimal circuit implies that bd is an edge. The edges ac and bd are 











But now the link of u consists of just four edges, thus u has valence four, a 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2. An irreducible triangulation of the projective plane 
consists of the star of any vertex of valence at least five in the triangulation 
together with edges joining vertices of the link of the vertex. 
LEMMA 9. Let e be an edge of link(v) in M(v). If C is a minimal circuit 
containing e, then C contains another edge lying in link(v) and meeting e. 
ProoJ: If not, then C consists of e and two other minimal edges of v. 
These two minimal edges meet at some vertex of link(v) and the circuit 
formed by these three edges is planar, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 10. A minimal triangulation does not contain a vertex of valence 
more than six. 
ProoJ: Let v be a vertex of T. Let e, and e2 be two consecutive edges of 
link(v) that lie in a minimal circuit C (Lemma 9 guarantees two such edges 
exist). Let e3 be an edge of link(v) meeting e, and distinct from e, and e,. 
Let C’ be a minimal circuit containing e,. 
Case I. An edge e4 distinct from e,, e2, and e3 lies on C’ and link(v) 
(Fig. 8). In this case, let P be the path in link(v) complimentary to the union 
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of e 1 ,..., e4. No internal edge of P can belong to a minimal circuit, because 
such a circuit would have to lie entirely inside of a cell (shaded region in 
figure), bounded by C U C’ UP. 
Case II. The circuits C’ and C have an edge of link(u) in common. We 
may assume that this edge is e,. Let P be the path in link(v) complimentary 
to the union of e, , e,, and e3. As in the previous case, no internal edge of P 
can lie in a minimal circuit because such a circuit would lie entirely in a cell. 
In Cases I and II, if v has valence seven or more, the path P will have 
interior edges, and we have a contradiction. 
THEOREM. There are only two irreducible triangulations of the projective 
plane, namely, the triangulations T, and T2 given in Fig. 2. 
ProoJ Let T be an irreducible triangulation. 
Case I. T has a 5-valent vertex. In this case by Corollary 2, T has 6 
vertices all of valence four and five. By Lemma 3 we have 2v, + us = 6, thus 
the only possible values for v, and v5 are v4 = 0, v, = 6. Thus, we have the 
case that T has exactly six vertices each two joined by an edge. The 
complete graph on six vertices is well known to have a unique embedding in 
the projective plane, thus T is the triangulation T,. 
Case II. T has no 5valent vertices. Now all vertices are of valence four 
and six. By Lemma 3 there must be exactly three 4-valent vertices. The other 
vertices must be 6-valent. Let v be 6-valent. By Corollary 2, the vertices of T 
consist of the vertices of St(v). Let the vertices of link(v) be v, ,..., vg in 
clockwise order. We may assume that v, is 4-valent. Since each face is 
triangular, we see that vi v,, v2 vq, and v6vq are edges (see Fig. 9). The 
vertex v) cannot be 6-valent because that necessitates an edge v3vI which is 
now impossible. Similarly, v5 is not 6-valent. It follows that v,, vJ, and v, 
are 4-valent and vz, vq, and us are 6valent giving us the triangulation in 
Fig. 3. 
FIGURE 9 
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